




Your style is as unique as you are, and with the Facets 
collection, your furniture is too. With more than four 
million configurations to choose from, our highly 
customizable line of chests, nightstands, headboards, 
and bar cabinets become functional art to inspire  
your space your way. 

Expertly handcrafted in the US, your custom furniture 
ships in just 8 weeks for an experience that delivers  
your style on time, on budget, and on point.

Custom furniture that fits 
your timeline and style.



Classic design, an abundance of detail, rooted in European sensibilities,  
dark and rich color palettes, and a variety of texture and often curved lines.

Traditional 
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Freedom of design and an eclectic mix of whimsy and globally inspired, exotic, 
curated elements. Hand-made items are key. A nod to natural. 

Bohemian
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Light, bright and airy. It is a lifestyle look with ease of furnishings. Often in neutrals  
or marine tones. Usually using relaxed, elegant finishes. A nod to water and the coast. 

Coastal 
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Art Deco inspired silhouettes with sleek, clean lines and vibrant, deep saturation 
of color. Glam notes of crystal, mirror or high shine surfaces or details.

Hollywood Glam
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Urban meets warehouse elements. Masculine and minimal. Uses raw woods, steel, 
and neutral tones. A clever use of parts and innovation in design. 

Industrial
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50’s and 60’s style for a clean, retro, Danish inspired feel. Simple, straight 
forward silhouettes, subtle fabrication and often low profile. 

Mid-Century Modern 
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Somewhat rustic approach to design using natural inspiration. Uses wood and 
stone and incorporates textures and colors from nature. Uses free, flowing lines. 

Organic 
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Designed for the look of a cosmopolitan or elevated city life. Marries contemporary, 
modern and industrial influences for a timeless approach to design. 

Urban 
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A modern look but with warmth using woods and warmer surface materials 
instead of steel and glass. No fuss, clean elegance. Simple, refined, functional.

Minimalist
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Usually traditional elements with updated colors and a balance of contemporary and 
classic design. A nod to the traditional but ‘transitioning’ to a more contemporary look. 

Transitional 
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Contact customerservice@kindelfurniture.com or 616.243.3676 to get started today.

Design your own.

1. Choose your structure. 2. Select finishes. 3. Add hardware.

First, choose your structure—cabinet, bar cabinet, 

credenza, table, headboard—in a wide range of 

heights and widths. Determine if you want doors, 

drawers, or a combination of both, and which type 

of base best fits your style. Select from a variety 

of overlays, wood species options, leather, or wall 

paper inserts.

Then, dress up your unique Facets piece. Choose 

from a variety of luxury materials, wood finishes, 

overlay patterns, painted lacquers, leathers, and 

more to set the perfect mood for your space.

Finally, finish your masterpiece with the perfect 

hardware and hardware placement. A wide range 

of standard and luxury options ensure your vision 

comes to life.
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